CORE NUCLEAR MEDICINE ACTIVITIES / PROGRAMMES

- **Category 1A: Participation at local pre-approved activities**
  1. Dept of Nuclear Medicine & PET, SGH Journal Club
  2. Dept of Nuclear Medicine & PET, SGH Teaching Round
  3. Tumour Boards in National Cancer Centre

- **Category 1B: Participation at local ad-hoc activities**
  1. Chapter of Radiologists, Nuclear Medicine & College of Radiologists CME Lectures
  2. SGH Nuclear Medicine Update
  3. Singapore Radiological Society Annual Scientific Meeting

- **Category 1C: Participation at overseas ad-hoc activities**
  1. American College of Nuclear Physician Annual Meeting (ACNP)
  2. Annual Cardiac SPECT Symposium & Workshop
  3. Annual Congress of Korean Society of Radiology
  4. Annual Congress of the European Association of Nuclear Medicine (EANM)
  5. Annual Course of the Society of Computed Body Tomography and Magnetic Resonance
  6. Annual Meeting of British Nuclear Medicine Society
  7. Annual Meeting of Japan Radiological Society
  8. Annual Meeting of Radiological Society of North America (RSNA)
  9. Annual Meeting of Society of Nuclear Medicine
  10. Annual Meeting of the Academy of Molecular Imaging
  11. Annual Meeting of the American College of Radiology
  12. Annual Scientific Meeting of Australian & New Zealand Society of Nuclear Medicine
  13. Annual Scientific Meeting of the Royal Australasian College of Radiologists
  14. Asian-Oceania Congress of Radiology (AOCR)
  15. Asia and Oceania Congress of Nuclear Medicine & Biology
  17. European Symposium of Paediatric Nuclear Medicine
  18. International Conference on Radiopharmaceutical Therapy
  19. International Congress of Nuclear Cardiology
  20. International Congress of Nuclear Oncology
  21. Regional workshops and courses organised by International Atomic Energy Agency (ad hoc)
  22. World Congress of Nuclear Medicine & Biology

- **Category 2 / 3A: Authorship / Review / Self-study of original articles published in refereed journals / audio-visual tapes**
  1. American Journal of Roentgenology
  2. Applied Radiation Isotopes
  3. Clinical Nuclear Medicine
  4. Clinical Radiology
  5. European Journal of Nuclear Medicine and Molecular Imaging
  6. Journal of Computer Assisted Tomography
  7. Journal of Nuclear Medicine
  8. Journal of Nuclear Medicine Technology
  9. Molecular imaging and Biology
  10. Nuclear Medicine and Biology
  11. Nuclear Medicine Communications
  12. Radiographics
  13. Radiologic Clinics of North America
  14. Radiology
  15. Seminars in Nuclear Medicine
  16. World Journal of Nuclear Medicine
Category 3B: Distance-learning programmes with verifiable self-assessment

1. American College of Radiology
2. Auntminnie
3. Medpix
4. Radiological Society of North America (RSNA) Education Porta
5. Royal College of Radiologists